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How "Green" ls SPF?
By Don Schumacher, Director of Marketing and Sales, Specialty Products, NCFI

\f, /hat are the "green" benefits of
YY .o ru ,  foam insu la t ion? How

can marketing SPF as "green" help
your business? How can i t  address
the needs of a publ ic increasingly
c o n c e r n e d  a b o u t  h o w  r e s o u r c e
consumption and high prices wil l
impact their lives?

Whot ls "Green"?
The recen l  d ramat ic  inc reases  in
petroleum, natural gas, and renew-
able raw material prices have had
both direct and indirect effects on
our society and the environment.
There is a very immediate impact
on what we pay daily for transporta-
tion, whether that consists of short
errands in a hybrid car or working
in a diesel truck, both of which are
essential to our livelihood.

But there are also many indirect
effects due to the new energy crisis.
Whether affected by increased trans-

A "Green" SPF
Residential insulation is a real concern to any American who
has paid utility bills since the oil crisis of the mid-1970s. Thanks
to the leadership of the fiberglass industry, we were introduced
to the concept of the R-value - a measurement of insulation's
thermal performance. With R-values, more is better - meaning
the higher the value, the better your insulation.

Today, many design, building, and code professionals under-
stand the basic concepts of building science. Heat movement,
measured by R-value, is not the only factor that needs to be
considered in designing a structure. Unless the effects of air
infiltration and moisture drive in the design of a home are
considered, the result may be poor insulat ion performance at
best and degradation and mold issues at worst.

portation costs or higher raw material costs, many of the goods
and services that we have enjoyed over the past two decades are
now costing us more. The cost of everything is going up.

This mega-trend of increased energy costs - which is
unlikely to reverse itself in the near future - is having the
positive result of causing people to reconsider how much energy
or natural resources they consume. Conservation has become
the new way - not driven by shortages as we experienced in the
last "energy crisis" in the late 1970s, but by economic necessity.
Added to that are concerns for the long-term effects of our high
resource consumption on the environment. What we're left with
is global warming, increased poverty, and the flood of jobs to
Iow-cost countries.

The "green movement" is now no longer just the concern of
a few well-meaning if not over-zealous fringe individuals. There
is now a popular upsurge in concern for the environment, driven
by economic necessity more than ecological idealism. As market-
ers, we look for such popular trends with an eye to understanding
what people's real needs are. We then develop our products and
our marketing messages to inform our audience of the benefits
of our products and services that meet those needs. Now, how
can we apply this to spray polyurethane foam?
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Whot's one more
clients should use

reoson your
SPF? Tell

them sproy polyurethone foom
insulotion would oppeor to be
the "greenest of the green."



The most  ou ts tand ing  env i ronmen-
tal benefi t  of spray polyurethane foam for
residential insulat ion is that i t  is a very
e f fec t i ve  and re l iab le  insu la t ion .  Both
open- and closed-cel l  spray foam insulat ions
provide a t ight air seal for the home. This
prevents undesirable air infiltration. This is
especial ly true when there is high wind or
a large temperature difference between the
outside and inside of the building.

But how does a more effective insulation
make a product "green," especially when there
is no standard definit ion of what "green"
means in general or, specifically, in construc-
tion? There are three approaches to evaluating
whether spray foam insulation is "green," all
of which have validity.

The Funct ionol  Approoch
Any product defined as "green" is assumed to
function in a way that has less of an environ-
mental impact than a "non-green" product. In
the case of SPF, this applies foremost because
of the increase in energy efficiency it provides.
A product that reduces energy use and the
pollution required to produce that energy is
generally considered "green."

Another  func t iona l  aspec t  invo lves
improving the indoor air quality of the home
itself .  The National Associat ion of Home
Bui lders  (NAHB)  GREEN Homebu i ld ing
Guidelines reiterate this point: "After energy
efficiency, the quality of a home's indoor air
is often cited as the most important feature
of green homes," Among consumers, energy
efficiency and indoor air quality are far and
away the most important criteria.

The Content Approoch
A second aspect of defining "green" involves
the content of the material being used. One
of the criteria used by the Partnership for
Advancing Technology in Housing (PATH)
in determining a "green" product is that it is
"made from reused, recycled, rapidly renew-
able, and preferably local materials."

While this approach does not have a
significant functional value, the content of
a "green" product is of primary concern to
many people. Some, in fact, see this as the
primary attr ibute of "green." Again, SPF
meets this need as most products are based
on some level of various renewable resources
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